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Jessie Chittenden
was the first PLS
president (1948–
1949, 1963). She
was active into
the 1970s, and an
early adopter of
the pantsuit. Next
to Jessie,, in bola
tie and sansabelt
slacks, Dick
Crotty became
president (1975–
1976) during the
Disco Decade.
Underneath, we
have another pair
of presidents:
Arlene Billheimer
(1977–1978) at
right and Grace
Cargill (1988–
1989). African-Americans are scarce in the lapidary hobby, and
it’s worth asking why. PLS is quite diverse, but for Grace’s sake
– she was one of us – we should be thinking always about the
welcoming attitude we offer. Photos, courtesy of Nancy Robb.

Glimpses of PLS History:
1949–1989
by Karl Stull
The Pasadena Lapidary Society – established April 26, 1949 as
a nonprofit organization, with 121 charter members – has three
folders of yellowed documents, doodles, and newspaper
clippings from days gone by. The earliest clipping is a Los
Angeles Times story from 1952, profiling Joseph Barbieri, a
member who taught himself as a boy to knap arrowheads. The
last news item in the set, also from the Times, promotes a talk to
be given at our March 1988 meeting by Dennis G. Casbier about
the desert regions of Arizona, Nevada, and California. That
meeting took place at the United Methodist Church at 2428 E
Colorado Blvd (a few blocks east of Sierra Madre Blvd) – now a
spiritual fellowship center on a still tree-lined street.
Above are a couple of items from the PLS President’s folder,
handed down since 1949. The draft of the club logo has a stamp
of the American Agricultural Chemical Company in the upperright corner, probably serving as a graphic model. In the droll
note below, referring to PLS members as “the Boys & Girls,”
the signature could be Vic Armstrong’s (PLS president in 1954)
or perhaps Tom Mahan’s (president in 1957–1958).

As a whole, the notes and news clippings reflect topics we still
talk about today: rocks, fossils, the Mojave Desert. During most
years, only one or two items appeared in the newspapers, but in
1967 there were 9 items and in 1968 there were 8. Aleta Purcell
was president then, and Irma Rogers was in charge of publicity.
Aleta was a nurse from Monrovia with two sons. She also
served as treasurer a couple of times.
Continued on page 4
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Home page to check out the progress being made on the 2019
Show.

President’s Message
Dear Fellow Members,
I am so happy with the enthusiasm that is being
generated by all the positive vibes from all of you.
There is lots going on.
We have had a wonderful summer. We finally
rented a storage unit and moved some Society
assets from members’ garages, so they are consolidated and
everyone knows where they are. It is an ongoing process, but
our goal is to get all Society-owned property and supplies in one
place. Joe and Marcia Goetz, Chris Kyte, Phil Lahr, Carolyn
Duncan, and I have keys. We never want to be in a position
where only one person has access to Society property.
Ben Shutman has done a very good job with our website. I have
recently recruited Eugene Kim to assist Ben since we have so
much going on with the publicity for the 2019 Show. Karl Stull,
as our editor, reviews information prior to its going on the site.
Between the three of them, our website is a wonderful resource
for all of us to enjoy. Please visit pasadenalapidary.org, and
while you are there, click the red tab at the top right of the

Workshop has been busy this summer even with this intense
heat. Ed Imlay has his Cabbing 101 and a class on single-wire
wrapping that is continuing in September. Sylvia Cliffe has been
teaching a stone-carving class. There has been tremendous
interest from our members, and she reports that all our beginners
are doing wonderful work with their projects.
General membership meetings have been well attended. We
have enjoyed all the visitors, and welcome those who have
completed an application to join our Society. The speakers have
all been great, very informative and knowledgeable about their
subject matter. September will bring back a Junior member from
many years ago to speak on “Iris Agate.” Jason Badgley is well
known for his beautiful collections, and you can see him at
many shows in the area and at Quartzsite with his goodies.
Jason began as a Junior member with Pasadena Lapidary. He
will be welcomed by the oldtimers and the new members.
I look forward to seeing all of you at the September events. And
as a nod to a favorite Junior member, Jared Nishimura, “Thanks
for the Memories.” – Ellen Ferrell, President
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Renewals are due in October and
delinquent after December 31. Mail
checks to PO Box 5025, Pasadena,
CA 91117-0025.
Board Meetings
1st Thursday every month.
7 p.m. at Matt Denny’s Ale House
145 E Huntington Dr, Arcadia
All members are welcome.
Workshop
2nd Sunday every month.
Fees are $3 for half-day, $5 for a
full day. Bring lunch!

Safety: Equipment instruction is
required; also liability waivers, eye
protection, and closed-toe shoes.
Junior members 9 and older are
welcome with adult supervision.
Program Meetings
3rd Tuesday every month.
Doors open at 6 p.m.
Meeting is 6:30–8:45 p.m.
Pasadena Central Library
285 E Walnut St.
Online
www.pasadenalapidary.org
Email: info@pasadenalapidary. org
Facebook: Pasadena Lapidary
Society
Instagram: /PasadenaLapidary
Twitter: @pasalapidary

Contact Us
Pasadena Lapidary Society
PO Box 5025
Pasadena, CA 91117-0025
Editor: Karl Stull (818) 205-7135
newsletter@pasadenalapidary.org
Share your experiences and insights in the lapidary hobby:
vacations, how-to’s, favorite rock or jewelry examples, anything
else of interest to PLS members. Submit articles by the 15th for
publication in next month’s issue. Very short items can get in as
late as the 22nd but are not guaranteed to make the next issue.
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Program Meeting – September 18

Badgley Is Back!
Once a Junior member of PLS, Jason Badgley now
returns as the featured speaker at our September
program meeting with a talk on “Iris Agates.”
Agate is called iris agate when it has very fine
banding that shows rainbow effects when lit from the right
direction. Iris agate is found at sites around the world, including
areas in Southern California.
Jason’s presentation will cover how to look for iris agate as well
as cutting and polishing for maximum color.
Since his early days with PLS, Jason Badgley has gone on to
become a specialist in agates of the Santa Monica Mountains
and throughout California. Read more at his website, California
Agate Gallery: http://californiaagategallery.com.
Rock of the Month: Ammonites – the spiral shell fossils that
are sometimes as big as three feet across – will be presented by
Junior member Jared Nishimura.
Display Table: Bring rocks and lapidary projects for fellow
rockhounds to see. If you have one that might look good in the
newsletter, Karl will be there with camera in hand. – Mona Ross

We’re Going to Miss These Guys
The unfolding
summer brings new
adventures for two of
our longtime Junior
members. Paolo
Sanchez is now at
UC Berkeley, where
he joins his brother
Joshua as an
undergraduate. Paolo
plans to study
geochemistry. In
September, Tanner
SooHoo will begin
his studies at Oregon Institute of Technology, where he plans to
study mechanical engineering.
During the July general meeting, our club honored Paolo and
Tanner for their achievements as PLS members – participating
in field trips, workshops, school events, and show
demonstrations. Paolo has given informative and memorable
presentations at club meetings and written articles for
Rockhound Ramblings. Tanner and Paolo have both won Junior
Division CFMS awards, and each has been named Junior
Rockhound of the Year: Tanner in 2013 and Paolo in 2018.
While we’ll miss them very much at our monthly events, we
congratulate them as they pursue their educations. We look
forward to their participation as adult members during their
school breaks and summer vacations! – Joan Harrison
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LIBRARY + LAPIDARY
= STEAM
The Pasadena Central Library STEAM Fair drew 1,293 visitors
on July 28. It was a great opportunity to get the word out about
PLS. STEAM is a hot acronym in education these days; it stands
for science, technology, engineering, arts, and math.
After contacting the
librarian in charge of the
event, Michael Pierce, I
set up an interactive
display table with a
collection of stones from
Janie Duncan, polished
obsidian from Ben
Shutman, and a variety of
polished stones to hand
out to kids, courtesy of
Phil Lahr. Marcia Goetz
printed out brochures and
business cards for me to
distribute. Nadine Ishizu
volunteered in the
morning, and Chuie and Jennifer Nishimura volunteered in the
afternoon.
Our table was right up front, and we talked with many people
about our club activities, including field trips, lapidary
workshop, program meetings, annual show, and educational
presentations on geology, rocks, and minerals. Children were
encouraged to touch and explore the rock specimens.
Throughout the day, we heard stories from adults about rock
collecting when they were young; children’s aspirations of
becoming jewelry designers, scientists, and astronauts; and the
exclamations of kids and adults as they turned ordinary-looking
stones over to see the polished insides. The favorites were the
dinosaur bone and poop fossils, the septarian nodules, and the
druzy crystals in an agate geode. Kids were impressed that they
could take a polished rock home.
One of the library employees told me that one of her family
members had gone to a PLS show back in the 1950s and was
inspired to become a geologist. Kudos to our club pioneers. And
to all the great volunteers and visitors who made the 2018
Pasadena Central Library STEAM Fair a success. – Mona Ross
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fingers confirms it should have been the eighth. Either this was
an arithmetic error, or the club did not host an annual show in
1962. We have nothing in the file for 1962.
There was definitely no annual show in 1968. PLS put a display
case in the Pasadena Central Library in March of that year – an
elaborate presentation that included a clock with hands and
hours made of gemstones – and headed to Mexico for a field
trip. In 1969, the club announced its “11th Tournament of
Gems,” 13 years after the first PLS show in 1956. This year – 62
years after the first PLS show – we celebrated the 60th. v

From 1956 through 1977, the Pasadena Lapidary Society held
its annual Tournament of Gems in the William Davies Memorial
Building in Farnsworth Park, Altadena. The building is on the
National Register of Historic Places and is still in use for
community events.
Continued from page 1

Glimpses of PLS History

If you like to drive by houses where you used to live,
here are some past venues of PLS meetings.
1986–1988 United Methodist Church
2428 E Colorado Blvd
1961–1977 Knights of Pythias Hall
2268 E Villa St
1954–195? Jefferson Recreation Center
1501 E Villa St

There is no mention of a Mr Purcell in the news clippings,
which is notable because the PLS of the 1960s was a very
married club. Mr and Mrs Tom Mahan collected petrified wood,
Mr and Mrs Clarence Greer specialized in rock slab tabletops,
Mr and Mrs Charles Schwalzer made jewelry from petrified
palm root, and Mr and Mrs Harry Schmidt made cream and
sugar servers out of silver with inlays of jade (Harry Schmidt
was also an expert faceter). Mr and Mrs Rollo Grover and Mr
and Mrs Keith Shivers collected picture jasper.

1949–195? La Casita del Arroyo
177 S Arroyo Blvd

Married couples are still prominent in today’s PLS, but the club
now also includes more single parents, who join for the same
reasons parents have always joined. Members often come to
PLS events unaccompanied by a spouse or friend, because
social norms have changed. It’s worth asking if the club today
meets social needs of solitary members as the club back then
met the needs of couples for recognition, and inclusion.

1952, 1959 Clarence Chittenden
1960
Clarence Greer
1964, 1966 Clarence Ritter

Tournament of Gems
A Los Angeles Times story from February 5, 1956, announced a
show of 40 cases of “cut and polished gems, jewelry and
mineral specimens” at Farnsworth Park. For the Pasadena
Lapidary Society, it was “the first real exhibit the society has
staged on its own.” In previous years (1952 and 1953), PLS
contributed to shows by the Lapidary Association, a federation
of Southern California clubs that seems to have fizzled.
PLS put on its second annual show at Farnsworth Park in
February 1957. The first was such a success, said President
George Lowe, that the club reserved both floors of Davies Hall
and added demonstrations of lapidary arts. A highlight of this
show was a large map of California indicating where specific
minerals could be found, with accompanying examples in rough
and polished form. The PLS annual show in the following year
– held March 1 and 2, 1958 – was the first to be publicized as
the Tournament of Gems.
A hiccup occurs in show publicity for 1963, celebrating the
“seventh” annual Tournament of Gems. A furtive count on

Amazing Fact
The most frequent name for PLS presidents is:

Clarence

And this is not counting Clare Beam, 1961.

Our First Field Trips: 1949
Feb 12–13 Chuckawalla Springs for agate; jointly with the
Los Angeles Lapidary Society (LAPS); 8 PLS members
attended, reporting it was “really cold and windy.”
Mar 12–13 Last Chance Canyon for petrified wood, opal,
and jasper; 25 members: “…we had a really extra fine
time around our camp fire.”
Apr 2–3 Beacon 13 and the Lavic Beds for jasper; 8
members, with some taking side trips to the Calico ghost
town (not yet rebuilt as a tourist attraction) and mine sites.
May 13–14 Mule Canyon for petrified palm and rutilated
agate; jointly with LAPS; 7 members.
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Dear Cabby,
I have a lovely piece of old abalone. I’d like to drill a hole in it
to make a pendant. However, I can’t lay it down flat. It’s all
curves. How can I drill a hole in the shell without breaking it?
– SHELBY C. SHORE
Dear Shellie,
Abalone shell can be gorgeous, with layers of iridescent color.
But be careful working with it. Carolyn Duncan, Doctor of
Drillology in the PLS Workshop, says the shell dust may be
toxic and is definitely dangerous to lungs. She recommends that
you hold the shell under water while drilling to reduce dust and
wear a mask to filter small amounts of dust that may still get
airborne.
This distinctive handwriting – with its flagpole p’s and circledotted i’s – is that of John Whatley, PLS president in 1951. The
“Jessie” to be thanked was Jessie Chittenden, for putting an
exhibit in the Pasadena Central Library in 1951, Mahlon Frank
and Mrs Robert James were charter members. The unchecked
final item(s) on the agenda may forever remain a mystery.

Here are items you’ll need for the job. Find a scrap piece of
wood to serve as a drilling platform. The target area on the shell
will sit down flat on the platform, so the piece of wood has to be
wide enough to be stable but narrower than the whole shell –
maybe an inch or so wide. You’ll need a plastic tub or other
container, and enough water to submerge the platform and shell.
Wear a mask, gloves, and long sleeves.
Abalone shell is soft and easily damaged, so it’s best to drill at
slow speed with a very hard bit – diamond-tipped preferred. Use
a drill press for positive control, or a rotary tool (such as Dremel
or Foredom) with a flex-shaft attachment. The pencil-like hand
piece lets you position the bit exactly and with a light touch. To
reduce the chance of damaging the shell, locate the hole at least
1/4 inch away from the edge. Got that mask on yet? Hold the
shell on the platform with one hand, and drill with the other –
perpendicular to the shell. Don’t push. Let the tool do the work.
Tip #1: try drilling a practice piece of shell until you get the
hang of it.

Before the Winnebago, “campers” bolted onto pickup trucks
were preferred transport to base camp. Use your imagination to
take a two-step tour inside, and you can guess which facilities
were included and which were not. But the camper was a major
advance. Field trips “in the early days meant pitching tents and
lean-tos, which could blow down through the night” (Pasadena
Independent, March 2, 1966). The Field Trip Committee put out
a list of camping supplies in 1949 that included “Tent” and
“Cot” under the heading “IF DESIRED.”
Can you estimate a date for this photo? The ALASKAN camper
(name above the door at left) was from the 1960s, according to
vintage RV sellers. The blue license plate (right) was first issued
for trucks in 1969. That’s Ruth Meacham at left, camping it up
with Arlene Billheimer. Photo, courtesy of Nancy Robb.

Tip #2: Drill at a slow speed, and pause regularly to keep the
tool from getting hot. Some people count while drilling (1, 2, 3,
stop). Drilling too fast or too long can put a crack in the shell,
and will increase dust.
Follow this procedure and you’ll have a perfect pendant. And
that’s no baloney! – Cabby

History Committee Starting Up
If you like to read, if you ever thought about working in a
museum, if you lose yourself in puzzles, you might be a born
historian. Discover your inner Kenneth Burns – join the PLS
History Committee. No duties, tasks, or demands. It might be
the best committee ever! Text, call, or email Karl Stull at
(818) 205-7135 or newsletter@pasadenalapidary.org.
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2019 CFMS Annual Show & Convention
Hosted by The Pasadena Lapidary Society
Fairplex, Pomona March 8–10, 2019

What Is the
Cracker Barrel?
The Cracker Barrel takes place on the Friday night
after opening day. It is an informal gathering to
enjoy each other’s company and relax a little after
the hurry-scurry of Thursday’s set-up. We’ll serve crackers,
cheese, and a vegetable platter. It will also give us an
opportunity to have a live auction to raise funds for the CFMS
Endowment fund. Last time (2014) the auction got lively and
was a lot of fun. The Cracker Barrel starts at 6 and ends at 10,
on the patio at the DoubleTree Claremont. There is a restaurant
adjacent to the patio for those who want to have dinner there.
Other news: Thanks to Ray and Jo Anna Ritchey for a large
donation of cans and plastic bottles to the drive to pay for
volunteer parking at the Fairplex. The fund now has $171.48,
almost 10% of the goal. Keep those cans and bottles coming!
– Marcia Goetz, Show Co-Chairman

Workshop

Hey, Rosie the Riveter!
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Welcome, New Members
Mireya Morales has been a fan of
rocks and crystals for about five years.
Talking with Christine Fasana (of
Fasanarock), she got involved this year
as a volunteer for the Monrovia
Rockhounds show at the Arboretum,
where she met Mona Ross, who told her
about the PLS workshop, field trips, and
programs. Mireya is excited about
making her own jewelry and is looking forward to opportunities
for collecting. There is a special satisfaction in creating a piece
of jewelry from a rock you found yourself – left for you on the
desert floor by Mother Nature.
Joseph Otillar got started with rocks
as a boy in Houston. The man at a
neighborhood repair shop gave him a
purple rock – amethyst – and later a
book about rock collecting. It was
nearly 20 years later, passing through
Ledbetter, Texas, when Joseph saw a
combination feed store and rock shop.
He had to stop in and, sure enough, the
proprietor was the man from the Houston fix-it shop. Say hello
to Joseph Otillar. He loves a good story.

Sweet Deal on 8-Inch Saw/Grinder

Women answered the call back in the day when
America needed workers in aircraft plants. Now
the Pasadena Lapidary Society needs airplanes – a
lot of them – to sell at the CFMS Show. Come to
the Workshop and lend a hand. We’re making wings, fuselages,
and tails from slabs. Be part of it! We provide templates and
show you how.
Workshop hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Half day is $3, all day $5.
Park on the street or in the lot on the east side of the building.
Entrance is on the west side of the building, down the walkway
between buildings. Do not use the ramp in the parking lot.
For directions, please call me at (909) 593-2781 or email
gem.quest@verizon.net. – Carolyn Duncan

Highland Park 8-inch combo – perfect for the PLS member who
wants to start cutting and grinding at home. Still has accessories
that usually disappear over time. Very good condition (it was
kept indoors). Clear space around the wheels is generous, a joy
to work with. Recommend you put diamond wheels on after the
existing silicon carbides wear out. PLS members only, asking
$150. Call Phil Lahr at 818 926-3163.

Member Dues – Still Not Due
One of the great things about being a member of the Pasadena
Lapidary Society in the month of September is: it’s FREE!
Forget about sending a check for annual dues to Membership,
Pasadena Lapidary Society, PO Box 5025, Pasadena, CA
91117 – until October 1. If only other bills could be like this…
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Member to Member
Investment piece:
Sleeping Beauty
turquoise 3-strand
necklace, silver
findings. 43.5" of
nugget beads, varying
from 1mm to 3mm
thick and 3mm to
7mm long. Total
length with closure:
18.5". May be of Native American origin; was missing toggle
when purchased; added toggle myself. $1500 OBO. Text
message Mona at (626) 437-0150.

CFMS Field Trip to NV Mining District
It’s a long way to Hawthorne, Nevada, and you’ll need a 4x4
vehicle for rough roads, but the CFMS field trip on October 6–7
offers an opportunity to “commune with the rocks” and “learn
how the desert mining districts work.” The trip is more mineral,
less lapidary, looking for microcline feldspar, copper, black
quartz crystals, epidote, epidote in quartz, epidote in calcite,
cassiterite, grandradite, grossular garnet, fossils, and petrified
wood. For details, click the Field Trips tab at www.cfmsinc.org.
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Rock and Gem Shows
September 15–16 CHICO: Feather River Lapidary &
Mineral Society and CFMS Convention, Silver Dollar
Fairgrounds, 2357 Fair St. Hours: Sat 9:30–5, Sun 9:30–4.
September 15–16 MONTEREY: Carmel Valley Gem &
Mineral Society, Monterey County Fairgrounds, 2004
Fairgrounds Rd. Hours: 10–5 daily. www.cvgms.org
September 15–16 REDWOOD CITY: Sequoia Gem &
Mineral Society, Community Activities Building, 1400
Roosevelt Ave. Hours: 10–5 daily.
www.sequoiagemandmineralsociety.org
September 22–23 LODI: Stockton Lapidary & Mineral
Club, Lodi Grape Festival Grounds, 413 East Lockford St.
Hours: 10–5 daily. www.stocktonlapidary.com

Generally, when it is overcast and cloudy in the LA
Basin, it is windy on the desert. When it is windy in LA,
it is beautiful on the desert.
– Harry Billheimer, PLS President 1971–1974
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Pasadena Lapidary Society, Inc.
PO Box 5025
Pasadena, CA 91117-0025

Thunderbird in channeled setting, with onyx from
the Whittier Claim, black rock from Lavic Siding,
and a garnet head feather – by Ed Imlay.

Beat the Heat at Agate Beach, Patrick’s Point State Park

The stairs are steep and the last 20 steps require goat-like footing, but every tide brings pretty rocks ashore. The batch at right, fresh
from the tumbler, took a couple of hours to collect. Park rangers said the collecting limit was 15 pounds.
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